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About This Game

As the fire departments newest firefighting recruit, it's up to you to save Paperville in this all-new FPS.

Built exclusively for VR fight fires, shoot water pistols, blast water shotguns, power water gattling guns, battle bosses and axe
and smash your way through buildings.

Paperville is proof that anyone has what it takes to be a hero, as long as safety and saving lives aren’t priorities. A tongue-in-
cheek look into the world of firefighting, in a town filled with strange critters, odd personalities and secrets to discover.

Guided by a less-than-stellar fire department, you must help restore Paperville to its former glory.
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Explore the living, breathing town, from beach to balcony to bedroom, and get to know the people of Paperville.

Save the townspeople from imminent danger - and from themselves.

Atmospheric music helps set the scene as you traverse smokey spaces filled with fire.

Use a number of different weapons to tackle the problems in front of you.

Shoot, smash, pull, deduce, and lift your way through missions and be the hero Paperville never deserved.
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Very interesting, innovative and funny game experience. The puzzle are very well crafted and require smart understanding of
the game mechanic as well as some serious skill! Quite a lot of "Ooooooh okaaaay" moments :). I mean you can be Trump,you
can build a wall(you can't),what else do you want?. It won't even let me play it. I try to click to start a stage and nothing happens.
I tried my mouse, keyboard, nothing happens. The music only plays in the background...
I literally stared at the screen for 5 minutes so I can say that DO NOT BUY THIS CRAP!!!. So, despite my limited time with
this game, I should have left this review months ago.

The developer of this game is a hero. I was nervous someday, decided to play this game, something wouldn't work, I complained
(in a less than diplomatic way) here on Steam and he ended up patching the thing in a matter of hours. He really deserves every
cent he gets.

The game is fun. With keyboard it works really well, with controller it works better.

I play this game on Linux Mint 18 KDE, with nvidia-375 proprietary driver. The GPU is 750M and it works well enough, so
don't be afraid to buy this game so you can play on the go. 750M really is not the strongest kind of card.

I also use a desktop with open-source RadeonSI driver, R9 285 card and 2560*1080 21:9 monitor. I think I've only launched
this game once on that desktop, but as far as I can remember, the game supports ultrawide resolutions natively, even on linux
(for those of you interested). I have to re-check this though.

The game is, well, relaxing and fun. Look at some gameplay video on YouTube and if you like the gameplay, you will definetely
like the game and the developer behind it.

EDIT: I have re-checked performance on my desktop. 21:9 resolutions definetely work out of the box, but there seems to be
some performance issues with RadeonSI drivers (Mesa 11.2 stack). I will update the drivers and try again. The card R9 285 is,
with RAdeonSI drivers in its' current state not capable of running resolutions aka 2560*1080.. Pretty fun especially with the
patch. Only Cheaters, so annoying!. Heyyo, this game fails to be anywhere as entertaining as Carmageddon which it seems to
aim to be like... the campaign mode is not interesting, the driving mechanics are generic so not bad but not great.. the only thing
I say it has is nice graphics.. Good way to exercise! Not quite recreation of what real sword fighting is but still fun to play. Quite
good for the price.
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Just like being at the pier arcade on the boardwalk except you don't have to pay real money to play. Very fun for family and
party group. It has MP but I have not tried that yet but I don't see how that can make it worse when it gets working peoperly. It
is experimental at this point. Get this if you just want some simple fun and relaxation. You do get a small workout from the
range of motion used. It is a must buy for the price. They got bowling now.

Here is a video for you to look at if you want to see the game. It will be ready after upload. HD will be ready after YouTube
processing. Enjoy:
https://youtu.be/AW8zeYIwuJM. For those wondering why this track was made\/what happened to the original music\/why the
first OST isn't up on Steam: read the description of the product. In case you missed it and are combing the reviews for answers:
Pinokl's license for the original OST didn't include the rights to sell it, and YouTubers were getting takedown notices on their
Party Hard LP videos because of YouTube's copyright infringement detector. Pinokl decided to skirt around the issue by writing
up an entirely separate soundtrack for streamers and YouTubers to use and allowing the user to toggle between the two. That's
why there isn't a download for the other songs--and I'm sure if they had the rights, Pinokl would put the music up in a heartbeat.
If you really want the original soundtrack that badly, rip the audio off YouTube for free.

As for the music itself: I started playing Party Hard well after the 'YouTuber Friendly' soundtrack was rolled out, and for most
of the game I wasn't even aware of the original soundtrack existing; it wasn't until I tried looking up some of the music that I
began running into song discrepancies. Both soundtracks have merit and are pretty kickin' to idly listen to, and any perceived
difference in quality between the two falls pretty squarely into personal preference. My one big complaint is that the songs don't
loop well when listened to on repeat. Either a seamless loop or longer clips would've been nice. Otherwise--it's worth getting as
part of the Collector's edition, or if you really dig the soundtrack and wanna show monetary support.. One of the most fun VR
games I’ve played.

Very simple to play.
Great map with very different areas.
Can’t wait to see where this team goes next!. Its a love hate deal.. this game is fun i put a hour in before bed woke up to a game
breaking update... read the reviews and board seems to be a common thing with this game. i ended up refunding it because it
became unplayable on top of handing me free upgrades to everything and max money everything kept going up. ill be waiting
for a sale to rebuy this game hopefully by then the bugs are fixed.. Awesome game! If they get the servers sorted out. i'll buy the
game.. Normally I don't write reviews before 10 hours or more but I believe 20minute was enough for this game.
It's very good game very enjoyable.And I belive I'll play it more than 10 hours.
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